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Husqvarna AUTOMOWER 550 EPOS

Description
Husqvarna EPOS Technology
Husqvarna EPOS Technology Virtual boundaries through satellite based technology with an
accuracy down to 2-3 cm. No physical wires means new level of robustness and flexibility
with unmatched possibilities when programming. Makes it possible to define several work
areas with different timers and settings. Like to create temporary stay-out zones and pre-set
transport paths for a more flexible placement of the charging station.
EPOS guidance
Automatically calculates the most efficient route to and from the charging stations docking
point.Automatically calculates the most efficient route to and from the charging stations
docking point. It will vary its route on the lawn to avoid unpleasant tracks.
Husqvarna Fleet Services
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Possibility to monitor and control multiple numbers of mowers from your smartphone, tablet
or laptop. Long distance connectivity including geofence and notification
functionality.Husqvarna Fleet Services gives you the possibility to monitor and control
multiple numbers of mowers from your smartphone, tablet or laptop. You can overview your
mowers status or exact location, command them to start, stop or park them all before the
storm arrives. Easy to adjust settings and cutting heights. Receive alarms and track the
mowers position in case of theft from everywhere. 
10 years mobile data contract included. Standard on 500-series, optional on X-line models.
Husqvarna Fleet Services also work together with all other HFS sensor equipped
products.Pro user interface ?Interface adapted for professional remotely handling through
Husqvarna Fleet Services. Controls on product status LED indication and START / STOP
functionality.Interface adapted for professional handling, meaning all settings and controls
managed remotely through Husqvarna Fleet Services smartphone app or via PC/tablet.
Controls on product status LED indication and START / STOP functionality. Simplifies use for
inexperienced users and minimises serious impact on the product in case of vandalism.
Warning lights
Warning lights with pulsating or solid light to create awareness during operation at
night.Warning lights with pulsating or solid light to create awareness during operation at night.
Reduces the risk of accidents in public work environments.
Automower Connect
Automower Connect gives you full control of the mower right from your smartphone. Long
distance connectivity including geofence and notification functionality. Standard on X-line,
optional for all 300-400 series.Automower Connect gives you full control of the mower right
from your smartphone. You can easily send start, stop and park commands or check and
adjust settings. If required, you can also receive alarms and track your mowers position in
case of theft wherever you are. 
10 years mobile data contract included*. Standard on X-line and 500 series, optional for all
300-400 series. 

*The included Automower Connect 10 years contract only applies if a third party provides
sufficient mobile coverage in the area
FOTA - Firmware-Over-The-Air
Possibility to make software updates automatically, over the air, via the Automower Connect
app to enable new features and updates.Possibility to make software updates automatically,
over the air, via the Automower Connect app to enable new features and updates.
Drive - driving by remote
Make the product easy to steer in Automower Connect, by using a smart phone.Make the
product easy to steer in Automower Connect, by using a smart phone. Use app Drive when
defining an EPOS map, or when driving the product between areas without need of carrying.
Electric height adjustment - PATENTED
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Electrically operated cutting height adjustment.The cutting height is swiftly adjusted by the
electrically operated height adjustment, easily accessible from the main menu or via the
Automower Connect app.
Weather timer
Adjusts the working time to the lawns growth rate, which decreases wear on lawn and
mower.Adjusts the working time to the lawns growth rate, meaning that Husqvarna
Automower will maximise its mowing time during periods of strong grass growth. In sunny or
dry weather, or late in the season, the mower will spend less time mowing, which decreases
wear on lawn and mower.
Manages slopes up to 45%
Large coarse-tread wheels provide excellent traction on slopes up to 45%.Large coarse-tread
wheels provide excellent traction even if the surface is slippery. The mower handles slopes
up to 45%.
Flexible charging station placement
Enables flexible placement of the charging station in the garden.Enables flexible placement
of the charging station in the garden which simplifies the installation and secures reliable
docking every time.
Balance control
Automatically detects imbalance in the cutting system.For silent and trouble-free operation it
automatically detects imbalance in the cutting system. Imbalance could be caused by
missing, double mounted or damaged blades.
Front bumper
Makes the mower more restistant to recurrent collisions with trees, shrubs and other
objects.Rubber-made front bumper makes the mower more restistant to recurrent collisions
with trees, shrubs and other objects within the installation.
Theft protection by GPS
Equipped with GPS based geofence including flash notifications to your devices.Products
equipped with Automower Connect/Husqvarna Fleet Services immediately begin tracking its
GPS position and send notifications to your devices. Makes the installation extra safe and
minimizes the risk of theft.
Reliability
Mower concept with the highest level of reliability, quality and cutting performance.Robotic
lawn mowing is all about reliability. Husqvarna has during 25 years of development refined its
mower concept to achieve the highest level of reliability, quality and cutting result, with a
minimum of assistance.
Excellent cutting result
Beautiful and carpet-like lawn thanks to a cutting method where the blades cut the grass
gently from all directions.Thanks to the free movement pattern of Husqvarna Automower the
lawn is perfectly cut, achieving a beautiful and carpet-like look. The razor-sharp blades cut
the grass gently from all directions, helping it to grow strong. Moss growth is effectively
prevented.
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Silent
Thanks to its unique cutting system, Automower works extremely discreet and quiet and just
when you want.Thanks to its unique cutting system, Automower works extremely discreet
and quiet and just when you want.
Unique cutting system
Equipped with sharp razor-like blades mounted on a robust cutting disc system for best
cutting performance and low energy consumption.Husqvarna Automower cuts just a little but
frequently, which assures a nice and healthy lawn. It is equipped with sharp razor-like blades
made of strong carbon steel mounted on a robust cutting disc system. This provides for
efficient operation and extremely low energy consumption.
Theft protection by alarm/PIN code
Equipped with high-sounding alarm and PIN code lock.Different level theft protection for high
security. If the mower carried away a high-sounding alarm starts and can only be deactivated
with the mower's unique PIN code.
Automatic charging
The mower automatically finds its charging station When Automower needs more power, it
finds its own way back to the charging station.
Scheduling
Easily programmable weekly timer function.With the easily programmable weekly timer
function, it is possible to precisely schedule time intervals for Automower to work.
Lift & Tilt sensors
If Automower is lifted off the ground or tips over, the cutting automatically shuts off. In
addition, the blades are rotating far from the outer edge of the machine. If Automower meets
an obstacle it will stop and redirect itself without causing any damage.
Weather proof
Designed to function properly and unattended regardless of the weather
conditions.Automower can be outside and mow the lawn effectively even when it is raining.
Automower is built to withstand the harsh Nordic climate without any problems.
See this product on our website

Specification

Location: ["New from Manufacturer"]

Manufacturer: Husqvarna

Model: AUTOMOWER 550 EPOS

More images
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https://riponfarmservices.apknowhow.co.uk/products/new-machinery/groundcare/robotic-autonomous-mowers/husqvarna-automower-550-epos/
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